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The Biblical Dream Symbols Dictionary is an easy-to-use reference tool. Designed with concise

definitions in easy to understand terms. This book is a great addition for those aspiring to

understand their dreams and help interpret the dreams of others.
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Biblical Dream Symbols Dictionary 2nd Edition is a great resource for beginning learners of

Christian dream interpretation. Mr. Wolfe notes in the book that his symbol meanings are limited to

the dreams he's interpreted over the years and that's what makes this perfect for those just starting

out. Mr. Wolfe's website is one of a few that the Dream Team I'm on uses in Level 1 training for new

interpreters. This book is an excellent resource to have in a believer's library if for no other reason

than the price.

This book has every a symbolic meaning (A to Z) you could think of, rather dream of. It has a short

description of the dreamsymbol along with a scripture reference (you have to look that up in the

Bible). I now refer to this book rather than going to the internet, because it's hard to find a biblical

and spiritual read on dreams. I gave it 4 stars because of the cover design, but then again maybe

the author had a reason for using the color scheme according to his book.

A great tool to take with you, I have a few books but this one I have with me if I have my phone with



me. So I can interpretate dreams and it symbols at work, with friends etc.It's wise to compare and

combine more of dream books (but be aware from what source) you will get a deeper understanding

of the dream and its meaning.

This book is no different then the first book. I bought this book thinking there would be more and

bigger content like it said. But it is exactly the same. The contents show more pages, but same

words. Maybe its the kindle version I have..?? I was disappointed. I don't know why he wrote the

second edition....If you want to review his first book you can see the full content free at

christiandreamsymbols.comHope this helps. *shaking my head*

This has been a good tool in discerning what God is saying in my dreams. I stress it is a tool and not

God's word. When I have a dream from God I use this to help identify things and take it to God and

ask Him if that's what He is saying. It's been very helpful.

It's about time the true sons and daughters of God stood up and take back what the enemy has

stolen from us. I thank God for Tylor Wolfe, we need more people like minded. God is personal,

emotional and vocal but religious lazy people are afraid to find out what he is saying.

I really enjoyed the book it was actually bigger than what I had expected which is great and I would

recommend it to others who would want a biblical or spiritual view on dreams!

For anyone who can discern which dreams are from God, this book will help you interpret symbols

in your dreams and it's helpful that each symbol has scripture tied to it so you could reference the

bible. Highly recommend for any visionaries like myself
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